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Pricing above value: selling to an adverse selection

market

Jan Boone∗

September 9, 2020

Abstract

This paper shows that it is possible for intermediate goods to be priced

above the value that the good has for final consumers. This happens in

sectors selling to adverse selection markets where the cost difference between

consumer types is dominated by their elasticity difference. High input prices

then help to separate consumer types. An increase in competition can raise

prices further. We use the example of pharmaceutical companies selling drugs

to a health insurance market at prices exceeding value. Another feature of

the model is an excessive private incentive to reduce market size, e.g. in the

form of personalized medicine.

Keywords: adverse selection, pricing above value, vertical relations, phar-

maceutical prices, risk equalization

JEL classification: I13, I11

1 Introduction

Consider a value chain where firms in an upstream market U sell inputs to firms in

a downstream market D and the latter sell to final consumers. When considering

the input prices set by firms in U , there are a number of common sense results: 1.

do not set the input price above the final consumers’ valuation of your input; 2. try

to innovate to make your product attractive to a bigger group of final consumers

and 3. reduce your price as the downstream market becomes more competitive.

∗Tilburg University, Department of Economics, Tilec, P.O. Box 90153, 5000 LE Tilburg, The

Netherlands and CEPR, E-mail: j.boone@uvt.nl.
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However, when U sells to a market D with adverse selection problems, these three

results do not necessarily hold. If the cost difference between consumer types in

market D is dominated by their elasticity difference, it is optimal to set prices above

final consumers’ valuation of the input. Limiting the types of final consumers that

value your product raises profits. And input prices increase with the competition

intensity in downstream market segments.1 Further, policies to combat adverse

selection, like risk adjustment/equalization, raise input prices.

An interesting market to apply this framework to is the health insurance mar-

ket (D) where pharmaceutical companies in market U sell drugs to insurers to be

included in their insurance contracts. Almost daily there are stories in the news

about pharmaceutical companies charging ”outrageous” prices for their treatments.2

Howard et al. (2015) document price developments in the market for anticancer

drugs. Although it is hard to put a value on an additional year of life to see whether

prices are above treatment value, they argue (pp. 149) that ”in 1995 patients and

their insurers paid $54,100 for a year of life. A decade later, 2005, they paid $139,100

for the same benefit. By 2013, they were paying $207,000.” Most regulators in the

world use less than $200k as the monetary value of a life year and indeed Cavalli

(2013) states that at the World Oncology Forum the ”prevailing opinion was that . . .

the cost of the new generation of drugs is getting out of all proportion to the added

benefit.” Further, Howard et al. (2015) note that ”launch prices of new anticancer

drugs and other drugs in the so-called ’specialty’ pharmaceutical market have been

increasing over time” (pp. 140). We will argue that these observations are consis-

tent with the framework in this paper where pharmaceutical companies sell to an

insurance market that has adverse selection problems. We identify arguments why

prices have been increasing over time, in particular in ’specialty’ niche markets.

Howard et al. (2015) discuss a number of explanations for high drug prices that

are found in the literature. However, these cannot fully explain why prices are

so high. To illustrate, an explanation that is often mentioned is that with health

insurance people want a treatment, no matter what the cost since the insurer pays

(most of) the price. This is true ex post: once I have insurance, the effects of the cost

1Note that this can happen with linear pricing and double marginalization. As the downstream

market becomes more competitive, the ”second marginalization” decreases, allowing for higher

input prices. Double marginalization disappears if upstream firms use two-part tariffs. In our

paper also with two-part tariffs it is the case that input prices can increase with downstream

competition.
2Examples include https://nyti.ms/2NvLoZx, https://nyti.ms/2bHXkFj and https://

nyti.ms/2nKMJ2a.
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of treatment are reduced for me. Economists tend to refer to this as moral hazard.

However, why would I buy insurance coverage for a treatment that costs more than

the benefit it provides? Dropping such a treatment from the contract leads to a

bigger reduction in the premium than the loss in expected utility. Hence, an insurer

–whether or not it has market power– benefits from removing such treatments from

its insurance contract. This threat of not being covered by an insurance contract

limits the price a pharmaceutical company can ask for patented drugs.

Further, why does the problem seem more prevalent, the smaller the market is;

like the specialty market and personalized or precision medicine? The promise of

precision medicine was ”to give ’the right drug to the right patient’ to maximize

the effectiveness and safety of the treatment” (Garattini et al., 2015). This is done

by targeting treatments on subgroups of patients, instead of finding a treatment for

everyone suffering from the same disease. However, up till now this targeting of

treatments has not lived up to this promise and one reason is that these treatments

turn out to be extremely expensive. It is not clear that we can afford precision

medicine; see Doble (2016) for a discussion in the case of oncology with examples of

treatments costing $300,000 while they ”only result in minimal benefit”. Garrison

and Towse (2017) discussing pricing in personalized healthcare mention the high

sunk costs of R&D to explain high prices. Although high fixed/sunk costs can

explain high prices in competitive markets (by limiting entry), this mechanism is

not so obvious for a monopoly market where a firm is protected by a patent. Since

a monopolist tries to appropriate most or all of the surplus from its customers, its

sunk fixed costs are not directly relevant for setting prices.

Also, explanations based on institutional details like reference pricing and regu-

lation fixing dispensing physicians’ margins (Danzon and Taylor, 2010) can explain

cross section variation in prices but not prices exceeding value. If the price of a

treatment exceeds its value, an insurer should simply drop the treatment from cov-

erage.

We propose a set-up with upstream pharmaceutical companies selling drugs to

downstream insurers for inclusion in their health insurance contracts. The health

insurance market suffers from adverse selection, which we model with two consumer

types. The condition we need for our results is that low risk types try to mimic high

risk types. This can, for instance, happen if types differ on two dimensions –expected

costs and demand elasticity– and high risk types have more elastic demand functions

than low risk types. In particular, a low risk type mimics a high risk type if their

elasticity difference exceeds the cost difference. In this case, insurance coverage of
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upstream drugs helps to separate downstream types. This allows pharmaceutical

firms to charge prices in excess of their treatments’ value for patients and still have

their treatments covered by insurance. As a consequence, any change that makes

the low type’s incentive compatibility constraint ”more binding” increases the excess

profits that upstream firms can earn. We denote these excess profits –i.e. profits in

excess of treatment value– supra profits.

We show that supra profits are increasing in the competitiveness of the high

type market. For instance, risk adjustment makes the high type market more at-

tractive for insurers. With risk adjustment insurers compete more aggressively in the

high type market which makes the high type’s contract more attractive for low risk

customers and increases the shadow price of the low type’s incentive compatibility

constraint. Hence upstream supra profits increase. Further, targeting of pharma-

ceutical R&D investments on subgroups of high types tends to increase supra profits

as well. In this way, precision medicine tends to push up prices beyond their treat-

ment value. We derive conditions under which such targeting of R&D is privately

profitable –even though it reduces the pharmaceutical company’s market share– and

socially wasteful. Finally, we show that the introduction of generic drugs also help

to increase prices of patented drugs.

To capture our premise that low types want to mimic high types, we assume that

the high type market segment is more competitive than the low type segment. In our

health insurance context this implies that high risk individuals are more sensitive

to value differences between insurance contracts than low risk types. One intuition

for this assumption is that high risk types tend to have lower incomes and therefore

pay more attention to value differences between plans.3 Ho et al. (2017) find that

consumers’ insurer switching probability falls with income. Further, high risk types

are more likely to have experience with healthcare and therefore know more about

quality differences between treatments. As they are better informed, they are more

sensitive to quality differences between plans (Gaynor et al., 2015).4

3The correlation between health status and income is well documented in the empirical health

literature, see for example Frijters et al. (2005), Finkelstein and McGarry (2006), Gravelle and

Sutton (2009) or Munkin and Trivedi (2010). Potential explanations for this correlation include

the following. High income people are better educated and hence know the importance of healthy

food, exercise etc. Healthy food options tend to be more expensive and therefore better affordable

to high income people. Or (with causality running in the other direction) healthy people are more

productive and therefore earn higher incomes.
4There are also papers suggesting that people with lower health status tend to be less price

elastic when choosing insurance. To illustrate, Strombom et al. (2002) find that older people (who
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Another reason why low risk types mimic high risk types is a lack of informa-

tion/rationality. For example, Handel and Kolstad (2015) document that low risk

types buy the contract with low out-of-pocket expenditures (targeted at high risk

types) because they (incorrectly) believe this contract is more generous than it ac-

tually is, e.g. because they believe it covers more treatments and a wider network

of providers. Below we show how this lack of rationality/information strengthens

our results.

Our model has the following policy implications. Because supra profits are caused

by adverse selection, removing or reducing selection effects tends to reduce treat-

ment prices. One way to do this is to allow for risk selection by private insurers

(liberalizing the insurance market by dropping a community rating requirement) or,

instead, by making health insurance public without competition between insurers.

Risk adjustment can also be used to reduce selection effects. However, as shown

below, marginally improving risk adjustment can lead to higher treatment prices.

A major reform of risk adjustment is needed to reduce treatment prices. Moreover,

as found in Bijlsma et al. (2014), if types differ both in costs and in elasticities, risk

adjustment that perfectly compensates cost differences is not welfare maximizing.

The elasticity difference needs to be incorporated in the risk equalization payments,

as well.

Our analysis is related to the following strands of literature. First, our focus on

a binding incentive compatibility constraint for low types is in line with the counter-

vailing incentives literature (Lewis and Sappington, 1989). This literature considers

type dependent outside options, which we generate through differing demand elas-

ticities for different types. Boone and Schottmüller (2017) and references therein

consider adverse selection markets with a violation of single crossing. There it also

happens that the incentive compatibility constraint of the low risk type is binding.

These papers then analyze the equilibrium outcomes and the welfare properties of

the equilibria, but not the effect on price and innovation incentives in an upstream

tend to have lower health status) tend to have a lower propensity to switch health plans. However,

this result is not robust as their direct measure of health status (based on previous hospitalizations

instead of age) does not show a significant difference in price elasticity. Moreover, as pointed out

by Beaulieu (2002), another reason for the lower price elasticity is that people with low health

status are better informed about the quality of the different health plans and the treatments they

cover. This can explain why they react less to price changes and to plan quality information

published by the government or an employer. In empirical studies it is hard to control for this type

of information advantage for subgroups, especially if relevant information is not easily captured by

observable variables.
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market.

Our finding that marginally improving risk adjustment can reduce welfare is

in line with Mahoney and Weyl (2017). In their model this happens when risk

adjustment increases marginal costs at the marginal consumer. In our model, risk

adjustment increases the difference between the types’ elasticities compared to their

cost difference which makes the incentive compatibility constraint ”more binding”.

Patented drugs’ role in separating the types increases, which tends to raise drug

prices and supra profits.

Finally, pricing above value can happen in an industrial organization context

where there are negative externalities. In the context of R&D, this externality can

be the business stealing effect. An early analysis of how an R&D lab can extract

more than the social value of an innovation is Katz and Shapiro (1986). They focus

on the licensing mechanism that can be used to extract the maximum profit out

of an innovation. This literature on auction mechanisms to maximize revenue in

the context of a negative externality was further developed by Jehiel et al. (1996).

Papers in this literature do not consider innovation incentives for firms selling to an

adverse selection market.

Our paper is organized as follows. First, we illustrate our main effect in a simple

insurer monopoly model. Then we present our general framework with compet-

ing insurers. We argue that supra profits appear when the elasticity/competition

difference between the segments of the two risk types exceeds their expected cost

difference. We use a Hotelling competition model to illustrate that parameter values

exist under which this happens. Then we present our results in a general frame-

work. We discuss the effects of bounded rationality and conclude with a discussion

of policy implications.

2 Simple example

To see how it is possible at all that an insurer pays more for a treatment than the

treatment’s value to the insured, consider the following simple example with two

treatments and a monopolist insurer. The example introduces the notation and

illustrates the mechanics of the result.

Denote the two treatments 1 and 2; both treatments are produced at marginal

costs normalized to zero: c1 = c2 = 0. Treatment 1 is under patent while 2 is off

patent and sold by competing firms at a price equal to marginal costs. The values of

these treatments are given by v1, v2 resp. and are the same for each patient. Value
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vi captures things like life years gained, improvement in quality of life, increased

productivity etc. (Garrison and Towse, 2017). Although it is not straightforward to

measure this in practice, conceptually the value of a treatment is well defined. We

aim to show that pharmaceutical companies can profitably charge a price in excess

of this value and still be covered by insurance plans.

The monopolist insurer sells insurance at a premium σ and faces a customer

who can be either of type l (probability φ) or type h(1 − φ). Type k = l, h needs

treatments 1,2 with probability ψ1k, ψ2k. We assume single crossing: ψih ≥ ψil for

i = 1, 2 and to simplify notation in this example assume that ψ2h = ψ2l = ψ2.

Hence, the high risk consumer has a strictly higher probability of needing treatment

1: ψ1h > ψil.

We assume that the consumer buys insurance to get access to the treatment(s).

That is, without insurance, the consumer goes without treatment.5 It is well docu-

mented that people without health insurance tend to forgo treatment as they have

difficulty financing it. These access issues have been stressed both in the pop-

ular press (Cohn, 2007) and in academic journals (Nyman, 1999; Schoen et al.,

2008, 2010). Many governments are concerned about health consumption inequality

caused by income differences and design policies to make healthcare accessible to low

income families (Schokkaert and van de Voorde, 2011). In terms of modeling, risk

aversion would complicate the expressions for utility (by introducing a non-linearity)

without adding insight.

The insurer offers two contracts (which can be identical), each contract aimed

at a consumer type. We write the value/utility of the contract for type k = 1, 2 as

follows:

uk = αψ1kx1kv1 + ψ2x2kv2 − σk (1)

where xik ∈ [0, 1] denotes the probability that treatment i is covered by contract

k and σk denotes the price/premium of contract k. Value vi denotes the utility

of receiving the treatment in case the consumer needs it (with probability $ψik)

compared to not receiving this treatment. Note that falling ill in itself can cause a

disutility for the individual. Taking this into account would add a constant to the

expression in (1) which we leave out to ease notation.

The role of α ∈ [0, 1] will become clear below. It denotes the probability that

treatment 1 is available to the insurer.6 To understand how p1 > v1 is possible, we

5To simplify notation, we normalized c1 = c2 = 0. For the access to care interpretation, think

of c1, c2 being high enough that a patient without insurance cannot afford them even at cost price.
6In this sense, xik denotes the probability that i is covered conditional on it being available to
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will derive conditions under which the insurer’s profits are strictly increasing in α

even if p1 = v1.

The incentive compatibility (IC) constraints for these contracts can be written

as follows.

uh ≥ αψ1hx1lv1 + ψ2x2lv2 − σl (2)

ul ≥ αψ1lx1hv1 + ψ2x2hv2 − σh (3)

That is, ICh implies that the high type is better off choosing the high contract

(yielding utility uh) than to buy the low type’s contract (which yields her utility

equal to the right hand side of (2)). And, similarly, ICl implies that the low type is

better off buying the l contract than buying the h contract which yields her utility

equal to the right hand side of (3).

The individual rationality (IR) constraints make sure that each type is better off

buying a contract than not buying a contract at all; the constraints IRh, IRl can be

written as:

uh ≥ ūh (4)

ul ≥ ūl (5)

where ūk denotes the utility of type k’s outside option of not buying insurance at all.

In the main model below, ūk is endogenized by the outside option of buying from

a competing insurer. Here we simply assume that the values ūh, ūl are exogenously

given.

As we just want to show that p1 > v1 is possible, we simply assume that ICl

and IRh are binding as is done in the literature on countervailing incentives (Lewis

and Sappington, 1989). Below we derive this as an equilibrium outcome in a model

where insurers compete.7

Then by combining (1) and (3), we write ICl as

ul ≥ ūh − αv1x1h(ψ1h − ψ1l) (6)

We write the premium as

σk = αψ1kx1kv1 + ψ2x2kv2 − uk (7)

the insurer.
7Note that our focus on a binding ICl implies that we do not need to introduce co-payments

which help separate types when ICh is binding (Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976).
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Further, treatment 1 is bought from its producer at price p1 and for treatment 2

we assumed that competition leads to marginal cost pricing, p2 = 0. Hence the

insurer’s profit can be written as

Π = φ(αψ1lx1l(v1 − p1) + ψ2x2lv2 − ul) (8)

+ (1− φ)(αψ1hx1h(v1 − p1) + ψ2x2hv2 − ūh)

+ λl(ul − ūh + αv1x1h(ψ1h − ψ1l))

where λl denotes the Lagrange multiplier on the ICl constraint. Profits consist

of share of low [high] types φ[1 − φ] multiplied by the difference between the pre-

mium σ and the expected cost of the contract αψ1lx1lp1[αψ1hx1hp1] From this it is

straightforward to derive that

dΠ

dx1h

∣∣∣∣
p1=v1

= αλlv1(ψ1h − ψ1l) > 0 (9)

as ψ1h > ψ1l. It follows that x1h = 1 and we find that

dΠ

dα

∣∣∣∣
p1=v1

= λlv1(ψ1h − ψ1l) > 0 (10)

In words, even if p1 = v1, the insurer’s profits are strictly increasing in α. This

implies that the producer of treatment 1 can ask more than p1 = v1, final consumers’

valuation of the treatment, and the insurer will still cover this treatment in its health

insurance contract.

The reason why the insurer is willing to cover a treatment which is sold at a price

in excess of its value to consumers is that the treatment helps to separate consumer

types. In other words, the treatment has a value for the insurer in addition to the

utility created by the treatment for the insured. Covering the treatment relaxes

the ICl constraint. The value of relaxing ICl is given by its shadow price λl > 0.

Since the h type is more likely to need the treatment than the l type, covering the

treatment makes the h contract less attractive to the l type. This allows the insurer

to increase σl and profits.

Note the role of generic drugs, here captured by treatment 2, being sold at a

price below their value (p2 < v2). Generic drugs are needed for our argument to

”create space” for patented firms to charge prices above their treatments’ values.

To see this, consider the case where p2 = v2 and the outside option is normalized

to ūk = 0. Then the IR constraint is of the form αψ1kx1kv1 + ψ2kx2kv2 − σk ≥ 0.

Insurers charge a price that (at least) covers their costs: σk ≥ αψ1kx1kp1 +ψ2kx2kv2.

9



Thus we find p1 ≤ v1 in case p2 ≥ v2. Without (generic) drugs being sold at a price

below value we cannot have p1 > v1.8

Next we introduce our general framework to analyze the effects of insurer com-

petition and to endogenize that ICl is binding.

3 Framework

Let P denote the set of treatments that are currently under patent and O the set

of treatments where the patent has run out (”open” as in open source). To simplify

the exposition we assume that ψil < ψih for each i ∈ P .9 For j ∈ O we assume

ψjl ≤ ψjh. This ensures that single crossing is satisfied in our set up.10

Insurers ι ∈ {a, b, c, ..., n} offer contracts ((xιil, x
ι
jl, σ

ι
l )i∈P,j∈O, (x

ι
ih, x

ι
jh, σ

ι
h)i∈P,j∈O),

where the first contract is intended for type l and the second for h. A contract spec-

ifies the probability x that a treatment is covered and a premium σ.

Then the utility for type k = l, h of buying the contract meant for k is given by

uk =
∑
i∈P

αiψikxikvi +
∑
j∈O

ψjkxjkvj − σk (11)

where we drop the ι superscript to ease notation. Utility consists of the probability

that consumer k needs the treatment ψij[ψjk] multiplied by the probability that the

treatment is covered by the contract αixik[xjk] times the value of the treatment vi[vj]

minus the premium σk. The assumption is that the agent cannot afford the treat-

ments without insurance and hence v denotes the value of the treatment compared

to the best affordable (i.e. without insurance) alternative treatment.

The incentive compatibility constraints can be written as

ul ≥ uh −
∑
i∈P

αixihvi(ψih − ψil)−
∑
j∈O

xjhvj(ψjh − ψjl) (ICl)

uh ≥ ul +
∑
i∈P

αixilvi(ψih − ψil) +
∑
j∈O

xjlvj(ψjh − ψjl) (ICh)

8Note that this is different with risk averse agents. Insurance then generates value beyond the

value of treatment by reducing risks. Some patented treatments may try to capture part of this

insurance rent by charging high prices. This strengthens the argument that it is profitable to

charge p1 > v1.
9Otherwise we need to distinguish treatments i where the inequality in ψil ≤ ψih is strict or

not below. This is tedious while not adding to our understanding of the problem.
10See Boone and Schottmüller (2017) for an analysis of the health insurance market where single

crossing is violated.
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As we have insurer competition here, we assume that competition is intense enough

that each type’s IR constraint is satisfied (i.e. σk is low enough).

To simplify notation, we assume that treatments in the set O are sold under

Bertrand competition with price equal to marginal costs, which we normalize to

zero: pj = cj = 0 for j ∈ O. We use equation (11) to write

σk =
∑
i∈P

αiψikxikvi +
∑
j∈O

ψjkxjkvj − uk (12)

The marginal cost of contract k for the insurer is given by the expected costs of the

contract where costs are determined by treatment prices.

ck =
∑
i∈P

αiψikxikpi (13)

As the price of j ∈ O treatments is normalized to 0, the expected cost of type k is

given by the sum over all patented treatments of the probability that k will receive

treatment times the price pi of treatment. Insurer ι’s profits can then be written as

follows:

Πι = φqι(uιl, u
−ι
l , θl)(

∑
i∈P

αiψilx
ι
il(vi − pi) +

∑
j∈O

ψjlx
ι
jlvj − uιl)

+ (1− φ)qι(uιh, u
−ι
h , θh)(

∑
i∈P

αiψihx
ι
ih(vi − pi) +

∑
j∈O

ψjhx
ι
jhvj − uιh)

+ λl(u
ι
l − uιh +

∑
i∈P

αix
ι
ihvi(ψih − ψil) +

∑
j∈O

xιjhvj(ψjh − ψjl))

+ λh(u
ι
h − uιl −

∑
i∈P

αix
ι
ilvi(ψih − ψil)−

∑
j∈O

xιjlvj(ψjh − ψjl))

(14)

where qι(uιk, u
−ι
k , θk) denotes the market share of the insurer’s contract on the k =

l, h market as a function of ι’s own utility offered uιk, the utilities offered by ι’s

competitors u−ιk and of factors θk affecting the demand elasticity like the competition

intensity on this market. We denote the Lagrange multiplier on constraint (ICk) by

λk. We assume that qι is increasing and concave in ι’s offered utility and decreasing

in the utility levels offered by ι’s competitors.

An insurer maximizes profits over coverage and utility (i.e. the premium):

xik, xjk, uk for i ∈ P, j ∈ O, k ∈ {l, h}. We can already see the following prop-

erties of the solution.

Lemma 1 Assume pi = vi and αi ∈ 〈0, 1〉 for i ∈ P , then we have:

• λh > 0 implies xil = 0;
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• it cannot be the case that both IC constraints bind;

• λl > 0 implies that λh = 0 and xih = xjh = xjl = 1 and xil ∈ [0, 1].

Finally, pi > vi implies xil = 0.

Figure 1: Insurer a’s profits π(ua, θl), π(ua, θh) as a function of ua.

If (ICh) is binding, coverage for the low type is distorted downwards. This is the

distortion in a standard insurance model where types only differ in costs (Rothschild

and Stiglitz, 1976). However, we focus on the opposite case with λl > λh = 0.

Because single crossing is satisfied in our model, it cannot be the case that each

type wants to mimic the other type; hence only one IC constraint is binding. With

pi ≤ vi, pj ≤ vj, contracts can cover all treatments. But pi > vi implies that the low

type’s contract does not cover treatment i. For the low type the treatment price

cannot exceed value. This can be seen as follows: λh = 0 implies that ∂Π/∂xil =

φqαiψil(vi − pi) < 0 for pi > vi. Hence, optimal xil = 0 in this case. Intuitively, l

consumers do not want to pay more for treatment i than it is worth and xil does not

help the insurer to separate consumer types. With λh = 0 no one tries to mimic l.

Thus the insurer implements the first best outcome: do not cover a treatment with

a price above its value. But xih = 1 is possible in case pi > vi, as we will see below.

We focus on the case where (ICl) is binding, while (ICh) is not. We show in

Section 4 that such a case indeed exists in a model with Hotelling competition.
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Figure 1 illustrates how this can happen.11 As illustrated in the figure, the l market

is more profitable than the h market in that profits on the l market exceed h profits

over the relevant range of u. This is intuitive since l customers are cheaper in

expectation than h types. In addition, for the insurer to attract customers on the h

market, a larger utility level needs to be left to its customers than on the l market.

This can be due to the fact that h customers have more experience with treatments

and are better able to compare the values offered by different insurance plans. Or

h types (high risk/low health status) tend to have low income and hence pay a

relatively low premium σh leading to high uh. Hence, the profit maximizing level

of uh exceeds that of ul. But the utility left to h customers cannot be too high,

because this would induce l customers to buy the h contract.12 The inequality in

the figure is ICl in the form of equation (6) with α = x1h = 1.

In the figure, ul denotes the symmetric equilibrium outcome on the l market and

uh on the h market. The former is chosen higher than its profit maximizing level

and the latter lower, if one would consider each market in isolation. This is caused

by the constraint that the difference between uh and ul cannot be too big. If this

difference would exceed v1(ψ1h − ψ1l), the contracts would no longer be incentive

compatible and everyone would buy the h contract. The first order conditions for

uh, ul show that the marginal profits ∂π/∂uak on each market should be equal (in

absolute value) and equal to λl. At the margin, the loss in profits of not being able

to lower ul equals the loss of not being able to increase uh.

4 Competition example

Above we work in a framework with elastic demand on two market segments and

IC constraints on both segments. We focus on the case where the IC constraint

of the low type is binding (λl > 0). This section presents a health insurance model

where demand elasticities differ on the market segments due to differences in travel

costs and income. We present example parameter values such that indeed ICl is

binding and ICh is slack.

Consider (only) two treatments. Treatment 1 is under patent, treatment 2 is

11This figure is based on the example in Section 4 with parameter values: φ = 0.5, v1(ψ1h−ψ1l) =

1, ψ2v2 = 5, th = 1, tl = 3, η = 1, yl = yh = 0.
12If the h market would become too small, an insurer can decide to stop serving this market

segment. We assume throughout the paper that the h market is big enough that the insurer keeps

on selling to h types.
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not. We focus on p1 = v1 and p2 = c2 = 0. Further, ψ2l = ψ2h = ψ2. To interpret

demand elasticities below, we introduce a simple way to capture income effects which

we explain and motivate below. If insurance contract k from insurer a gives utility

uak, then an insured’s utility is given by

(yk + uak)
η (15)

with yk > 0, η ∈ 〈0, 1]. There are two insurers competing on a Hotelling beach of

length 1 with consumers distributed uniformly along the beach. Insurer a is on the

left hand side of the beach and insurer b on the right hand side. A fraction φ of

consumers (on each location) is type l and a fraction 1−φ is h. The travel cost over

the Hotelling beach for type k is denoted by tk, k = l, h. If insurer a offers utility uak

and insurer b offers ubk, then a’s market share qk is given by the indifferent consumer

at position qk ∈ [0, 1] on the k market:

(yk + uak)
η − tkqk = (yk + ubk)

η − tk(1− qk) (16)

For the indifferent consumer the utility from buying from a minus the travel cost to

a equals the utility from b minus the travel cost to b. Hence, a’s market share can

be written as

qk =
1

2
+

(yk + uak)
η − (yk + ubk)

η

2tk
(17)

Then we can define type k’s demand elasticity as

εk =

∣∣∣∣ ∂qk∂σak

σak
qk

∣∣∣∣ =
η

tk

σk
(yk + uk)1−η (18)

in symmetric equilibrium with uak = ubk = uk, σ
a
k = σbk = σk.

Before interpreting these results, let us motivate the functional forms used. The

Hotelling model of competition is fairly standard (Tirole, 1988). It allows us to

model competition with inelastic market demand but elastic demand for the firm.

The inelastic demand is useful here for two reasons. First, it is easy to combine

it with IC constraints for the two customer types. Second, it is straightforward to

compare the value of the treatment vi with the price of the treatment pi charged

by the manufacturer. If consumers have differing values for vi (elastic demand), it

is not clear to which value v the price pi should be compared to claim that pricing

is excessive (the average vi, the median or maximum vi?). With this set-up we can

transparently make the claim that pricing is excessive in the sense that the price

exceeds the treatment’s value for each customer.
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If both insurers offer the same utility level, a’s market share equals 1/2. If

uak > ubk, a is relatively more attractive and its market share exceeds 1/2. The

pace at which a’s market share increases with the difference between uak and ubk

is determined by travel cost tk and parameter η. The lower tk, the more market

share responds to utility differences offered by insurers and the more competitive

the market is.

A similar logic is used when choosing the parameterization in equation (15).

Because uak enters linearly in this expression, we can use the standard IC constraints

and compare vi to the price pi that the manufacturer charges. We interpret yk as

type k’s income that is spent on other goods and services. It acts to make overall

utility less elastic as income increases in case η < 1. Someone with a low income is

more sensitive to changes in, say, the insurance premium than someone with a high

income (Ho et al., 2017).

As equation (18) shows, the demand elasticity of type k decreases with tk: the

more competitive the Hotelling market (lower tk), the more elastic is type k’s demand

for insurer a’s contract. Lower yk also leads to more elastic demand in case η < 1.

We finish the section with an example where indeed ICl is binding. As the goal

is to show that something is possible we simplify by assuming η = 1, yk = 0 for

k = l, h. We first assume that ICh is slack (and check later that this assumption is

correct; see the proof of lemma 2). With p1 = v1 and only one treatment in each of

the sets P,O, we write equation (14) as follows:

max
ual ,u

a
h,x

a
1h,x

a
2l,x

a
2h

φ

(
1

2
+
ual − ubl

2tl

)
(ψ2x

a
2lv2 − ual )

+ (1− φ)

(
1

2
+
uah − ubh

2th

)
(ψ2x

a
2hv2 − uah)

+ λl(u
a
l − uah + αv1x

a
1h(ψ1h − ψ1l))

(19)

We derive the following equilibrium outcome.

Lemma 2 Assume that p1 = v1 and tl − th > v1(ψ1h − ψ1l). Then in equilibrium,
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it is the case that x1h = x2h = x2l = 1, x1l ∈ [0, 1] and

uh = ψ2v2 +

φ
tl

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

αv1(ψ1h − ψ1l)−
1

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

(20)

ul = ψ2v2 −
1−φ
th

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

αv1(ψ1h − ψ1l)−
1

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

(21)

λl =
1

2

tl − th − αv1(ψ1h − ψ1l)
th

1−φ + tl
φ

> 0 (22)

dΠ

dα

∣∣∣∣
p1=v1

= (ψ1h − ψ1l)v1λl > 0 (23)

The assumption in the lemma is that the h market is (sufficiently) more compet-

itive than the l market (th < tl). Under this assumption we derive the equilibrium

utility levels for both types (offered by both firms). These utility levels can be un-

derstood as follows. With p1 = v1, the price of treatment 1 equals the utility it

generates. Hence, its net utility for the insured equals zero. The utility generated

by the insurance contract is due to the cheap (p2 = c2 < v2) treatment 2. A well

known property of the Hotelling model is the following. If there would be only one

agent type k, utility would equal ψ2v2 − tk. The higher tk (the less competitive the

market), the higher the premium and the lower utility would be. However, here

we have two types and their markets are linked. Hence, we do not simply subtract

t but the (weighted) harmonic mean of th, tl: 1/(φ/tl + (1 − φ)/th). We do not

need to require uh = ul; we are allowed to differentiate uh − ul ≥ 0 as long as

uh − ul ≤ αv1x(ψ1h − ψ1l) to satisfy (ICl).

Hence, we increase uh and we reduce ul in a way that causes (ICl) to hold with

equality. The relative weights of this increase, decrease resp. are determined by the

market size and competition differences between the market segments. Finally, the

shadow price λl of the (ICl) constraint is positive under the assumptions that we

made: the l type wants to mimic the h type who gets a relatively better deal as the

h market is more competitive than the l market.

Even when treatment 1 is priced at its value (p1 = v1), we find that a reduction

in α strictly reduces profits. With p1 = v1, the consumers are indifferent whether

treatment 1 is covered or not. But a fall in α strictly reduces insurers’ profits. Hence,

insurers are willing to pay more than p1 = v1 to have treatment 1 covered in their

contracts. Treatment 1 generates value in excess of the utility of its treatment, v1.

The intuition is that treatment 1 helps the insurers to separate the two types in the

insurance market. This is why it is so profitable to sell to an adverse selection market.
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In the proof of the lemma, we also solve the asymmetric case where αa < αb = 1: if

firm 1 tries to increase the rents from selling its treatment, it can threaten insurer

a to reduce its access to treatment 1 (αa < 1) while competing with an insurer b

that has full access to this treatment (αb = 1). It turns out that the expressions

are similar to the ones given above and they have the same properties. So here we

focus on the simpler symmetric equations.

For reference below, the condition in the lemma can be written as tl − th >

ch − cl where the costs for the insurer of type k equals ck = ψ1kp1 = ψ1kv1. That

is, the difference in competition intensities between the two markets exceeds the

difference in expected costs. What happens if the condition is not satisfied; that is,

ch − cl ≥ tl − th? In this case, we can solve the insurer’s problem (19) without the

ICl constraint. It is routine to verify that this yields uk = ψ2v2 − tk. Substituting

this solution in the ICl constraint shows that it is indeed satisfied. Hence, if the

difference in competition intensities tl, th is not big enough compared to the cost

difference, the insurer sets a premium on the l contract that is so low (due to the

low cost) that the l type does not want to mimic the h type and λl = 0. If the cost

difference increases further, the h contract becomes so expensive that the high type

wants to mimic the low type. This is the more traditional adverse selection problem

(Rothschild and Stiglitz, 1976). Only when sufficient market power on the l market

compensates for the lower cl, the h contract becomes attractive to the l type.

One of the main questions in this paper is: how does this extra profit dΠ/dα|p1=v1

vary with competition? In our model, competition is inversely related to travel cost

t. Hence, in the notation of the previous section, we would define our variable

capturing competition as θk = 1/tk. As (23) illustrates, dΠ/dα increases in λl.

Lemma 3 The multiplier λl is increasing in tl and decreasing in th.

As we assume that tl > th, increasing this difference in competition further,

makes treatment 1 more desirable even if it is priced at value. An increase in tl− th
makes (ICl) ”more binding” and hence raises the value of treatment 1 in separating

types. We return to the general model to show that this finding on competition is

robust and to derive the effects of other variables.

5 Supra profits

We consider two contractual arrangements that lead to a profit for the patent holder

that exceeds the value of its innovation; we call these extra rents ”supra profits”.
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First, we consider the innovator using a two-part tariff which captures most non-

linear pricing schemes. Then we consider the case where the innovator can only use

a linear fee (a price per unit).

5.1 two-part tariff

The easiest way to see the main effects of this paper is to assume that innovators

sell treatments to insurers using two-part tariffs. It turns out that the intuitions we

find here, carry over to the case of linear pricing.

To characterize the optimal prices set by innovator i, we first derive the insurers’

equilibrium response to the linear part pi of the tariff. The insurers set a premium σ

which can be different for the h and l markets. Or equivalently (see equation (12))

insurers set utility levels ul, uh.

The first order condition with respect to uh can be written as:

λl = (1− φ)

(
−qh + (σh − ch)

∂qh
∂uh

)
= −(1− φ)qh

(
1 +

σh − ch
σh

∂qh
∂σh

σh
qh

)
= (1− φ)qh(µhεh − 1) (24)

where we use that ∂qh/∂uh = −∂qh/∂σh, ch is given by (13) and the insurer’s mark-

up equals µh = (σh − ch)/σh. As above, we define the elasticity of the h type with

respect to the premium σh as εh = | ∂qh
∂σh

σh
qh
|. The reason why we write the first order

condition like this is that we assume that εh and εl are (locally) constant when we

do comparative statics.

We assume that εh > εl. In terms of equation (18), one can think of two reasons

why this is the case. First, high risk agents are likely to have experienced more

care in the past and hence understand better what the different insurance contracts

offer. This makes it easier for them to compare the insurance contracts; this can

be captured by tl < th in equation (18). Second, if h agents with low health status

tend to earn a lower income, they may have a higher incentive than l agents to find

the better deal; this is captured by yl > yh.

The first order condition for ul can then be written as:

−λl = φql(µlεl − 1) (25)

where µl = (σl − cl)/σl.
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In symmetric equilibrium (ql = qh = 1/n where n denotes the number of insurers)

adding the first order conditions for uh and ul, we find that

φ(µlεl − 1) + (1− φ)(µhεh − 1) = 0 (26)

If both markets would be served independently (i.e. without being linked via an IC

constraint), the insurer would set its price cost margin equal to µ = 1/ε; the well

known Lerner expression for a profit maximizing mark-up. Because the markets

are linked via (ICl), the weighted sum of these two terms equals zero. That is the

mark-up is too high in one market (compared to µ = 1/ε) and this is compensated

by a mark-up which is too low in the other market.

Here we consider the case where R&D firm i sets pi = vi and uses the fixed part

of the tariff to appropriate the supra profits. Below, with linear pricing, we consider

pi > vi which implies (lemma 1) that firm i loses the l market.

With pi = vi, lemma 1 implies that xih = xil = xjh = xjl = 1. Hence, we have

a pooling contract. Therefore, µl and µh in (26) are based on the same premium

σ. Thus, we can solve for σ. Since we have σl = σh = σ, we have µl > µh because

ch > cl.

Lemma 4 With pi ≤ vi, we find the following expressions for the premium and the

mark-ups on the two markets:

σ =
φεlcl + (1− φ)εhch
φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1

(27)

µh =
ch − φεl(ch − cl)
φεlcl + (1− φ)εhch

(28)

µl =
cl + (1− φ)εh(ch − cl)
φεlcl + (1− φ)εhch

(29)

λl =
1

n
φ(1− φ)

(
εhch(1− εl)− εlcl(1− εh)

φclεl + (1− φ)chεh

)
(30)

As a proxy of the supra profits that i can appropriate, consider

τi =
dΠι

dαi

∣∣∣∣
pi=vi

= λlvi∆ψi (31)

at αi = 1. Even if treatment i is priced at consumer value pi = vi, reducing αi

still strictly reduces insurers’ profits with λl > 0. This part of the supra profits is

captured using the fixed tariff ti. The level of ti is directly related to τi.

The following assumption ensurers that we are in the relevant parameter space

that allows for supra profits. First, we need that (ICl) is binding: λl > 0. Further,
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for the insurers’ optimization problem to be well defined, we need that the ”average

elasticity” on the two markets exceeds 1.13 Throughout this paper, we make the

following assumptions such that both conditions are satisfied.

Assumption 1

chεh(1− εl)− clεl(1− εh) > 0 (32)

φεl + (1− φ)εh > 1 (33)

As the denominator of (30) is positive, λl > 0 if and only if inequality (32) holds.

Equation (33) makes sure that σ in (27) has a finite value. The following lemma

derives two conditions under which (32) is satisfied.

Lemma 5 We find that λl > 0 if either

• εl ≤ 1

• or
ch − cl
cl

<
εh − εl
εh(εl − 1)

(34)

If εl ≤ 1 then (33) implies that εh > 1. Insurers then want to set such a high

price on the l market that ICl binds. If εl > 1, we have that εh > εl > 1. This

implies that the fraction on the right hand side of (34) is bigger than 0. Hence,

there is a range of values for ch > cl for which (34) is satisfied. For given ch− cl > 0,

there exist εh big enough and εl > 1 small enough such that (34) holds.

Note that the inequality on ch − cl is reminiscent of the condition in Lemma 2:

the difference in costs between the types is bounded by the difference in elasticities.

Intuitively, if the cost difference is too big (compared to the difference in elasticities),

the h contract will be too expensive to be attractive for the l type. ICl is not binding

in this case. If the cost difference is small, the higher elasticity on the h market

reduces the mark-up on the h contract compared to the l contract to such an extent

that the h contract is attractive to the l type: ICl is binding.

The following lemma derives properties of insurance markets that tend to lead

to high supra profits.

Lemma 6 The shadow price λl on the low type’s IC constraint is:

• increasing in εh and decreasing in εl,

13If the average elasticity is below 1, it is optimal for the insurer to set the premium at +∞.
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• decreasing in ch and increasing in cl.

Recall that supra profits τi are increasing in λl. Hence, we find that supra

profits are increasing in the difference between εh and εl. The more competitive

the h market becomes, compared to the l market, the lower the mark-up on the h

contract compared to the l contract. This makes the h market more attractive to the

l type and hence the latter’s IC constraint ”more binding”. The role of treatment i

in separating the types increases, thereby increasing the profits that i can earn on

top of charging pi = vi.

The increase in the elasticity difference strengthens the selection effects in this

market context. Taking away the selection effects, would remove the IC constraint

and reduce supra profits. This would suggest that a government run program –where

there is no selection by private insurers– can lead to lower prices. Alternatively,

allowing insurers to risk rate can also reduce their selection incentives if they have

sufficiently informative signals to discriminate on consumers’ risk types. Reducing

selection incentives in this way can help to reduce supra profits.

In a market setting, it may not be obvious for a policy maker to affect elastic-

ities and hence influence treatment prices. However, there is another instrument

that makes insurers compete more fiercely on the h market which is often used: risk

adjustment. Insurers are compensated for the high risk customers in their portfolio

(Van de Ven and Ellis, 2000). Interestingly, we find that risk adjustment has the

negative side effect of increasing treatment prices. Risk adjustment brings the costs

ch, cl of the different types closer together which tends to be beneficial in standard

adverse selection models. To illustrate, it helps from an equity point of view: lower-

ing the costs of people with a low health status. However, once we take into account

that there are upstream firms (treatment innovators) with market power (due to

patents) who supply inputs to the health insurance industry, risk adjustment tends

to increase treatment prices.

The intuition for this is as follows. As risk adjustment brings the costs of the

types closer together, the h market becomes more attractive for insurers to compete

in. Hence, the premium on the hmarket is competed down compared to the premium

on the l market.14 This makes the h contract more attractive to the l type, ICl

becomes ”more binding” and the role of treatment i in separating the types is

strengthened. As a consequence, i’s supra profits increase.

14Depending on how the risk adjustment is financed, the costs on the l market can also increase,

strengthening the described effect. This would happen if risk adjustment has no outside financing.

That is, the subsidy on ch is financed through a tax on cl.
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As we discussed in the Introduction, prices for cancer treatments have increased

over the past decades. Perhaps they have increased even more than treatment values.

According to the result above, one factor contributing to this price increase is the

improved risk adjustment in countries with privately run health insurance markets

(van de Ven and Schut, 2011).

Another factor determining treatment prices is the (individual rationality) con-

straint uk ≥ 0 where the outside option is normalized to 0. If drug prices increase to

such an extent that uk < 0, consumers stop buying health insurance because the ex-

pected benefit is lower than the price (premium). The introduction of generic drugs

in the past decades which –due to competition– are priced below value (pj < vj) cre-

ates the space for patented drugs to price above value and still the value of insurance

is bigger than or equal to σ.

The previous lemma compares the effects of different health insurance systems,

e.g. differences between countries or within a country differences between privately

and publicly organized segments of health insurance. Next, we compare –within a

system– which treatments claim the highest supra profits.

Consider two treatments, 1 and 2; which treatment captures a higher supra profit

compared to the value it offers? Equation (31) implies

τ1/v1

τ2/v2

=
∆ψ1

∆ψ2

(35)

From this it follows immediately that:

Corollary 1 Relative to other patented treatments in P , the supra profit of treat-

ment i increases in ∆ψi.

Hence drugs with a clear distinction between heavy users and a low probability

for low risk people tend to earn high supra profits. One can think of two reasons

why ∆ψi is high for a treatment i: the first is exogenous to the R&D lab and the

second endogenous. First, it can be a matter of biology: some people suffer from

diabetes and others do not.15 The difference between the prevalence of diabetes

among high and low risk types determines ∆ψi and firm i cannot change this.

Second, R&D lab i can target its investments towards a particular strain of a dis-

ease. This is in line with Garattini et al. (2015) who see the potential of personalized

medicine as being able to ”lead the pharmaceutical industry to differentiate prod-

ucts by subgroups of patients with the same pathology”. Jakka and Rossbach (2013)

15Note the following distinction: type 2 diabetes tends to be endogenous to an individual’s

lifestyle but exogenous to an R&D lab. Here we focus on the exogeneity with respect to the lab.
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describe the strategy as ”diagnostics . . . divide the market of treatable patients into

groups and clusters, thus reducing market share. A companion drug, however, that

is capable of identifying a group of patients that responds to a specific therapy very

well, enables higher pricing”. The underlying idea is that focusing on a subgroup

of patients allows the lab to create higher value for this group. However, we show

that this partitioning of the market is profitable even if no extra value is created by

targeting the treatment. In this sense, there is an excessive incentive for R&D labs

to target treatments with precision medicine.

To capture this idea of excessive targeting, we introduce a parameter ζ with the

properties that dψih/dζ < 0 and d∆ψi/dζ > 0. This we call ”high type targeting”.

In words, innovator i focuses on a high type targeting strategy (lab i increases ζi) if

its treatment will be effective for only a subset of high types (dψih/dζi < 0) but for

an even smaller set of low types (d∆ψi/dζi > 0).

To illustrate, consider a disease with different strains. Focusing treatment i on

a particular strain that is more prevalent under high than low types, leads to a fall

in i’s market share under h types –as not all h types have this strain– and to an

even bigger fall in market share under low types. E.g. an R&D lab can try to cure

lymphoma or focus on Hodgkin lymphoma.

The corollary shows that a treatment which is more high type targeted leads to

higher supra profits. This does not imply that targeting is necessarily a profitable

strategy as it shrinks the market for the treatment. We come back to this below.

To the extent that the specialty pharmaceutical market and personalized medicine

are examples of high type targeting, the corollary implies that they have contributed

to the rise in treatment prices documented in the Introduction.

5.2 linear pricing and separation

Consider the case where the innovating firm cannot use a two-part tariff but only

linear pricing. To capture the supra profits, firm i cannot use the fixed fee but has

to set pi > vi. We know from lemma 1 that pi > vi implies xil = 0: the insurer

drops treatment i in the l contract. Hence, firm i weighs a higher price pi against a

smaller group of customers using the treatment.

The first order conditions for uh, ul are unchanged, hence equations (24), (25)

and (26) remain valid here. However, in this case, xil = 0 while xih = 1; thus, there

is no pooling contract.

The following result characterizes the insurance premia charged on both market
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segments. The set Eh denotes the patented treatments that are exclusively available

to h types: xih = 1 and xil = 0 for all i ∈ Eh.

Lemma 7 Let σ = σl. Then σh = σ + ∆σ where

∆σ =
∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi (36)

and σ is (implicitly) defined by

σ =
φεlcl + (1− φ)εhch

σ
σ+∆σ

φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1
(37)

Interestingly, the additional premium ∆σ paid by the h type is not determined

by the additional utility she gets from buying her own contract instead of the l

contract. Because ICl is binding, ∆σ is driven by the extra utility the l type would

get if she bought the h contract which is the only contract covering treatments Eh.

In particular, the coverage of Eh is the only difference in coverage between the two

contracts. Hence, for l to be indifferent between the two contracts (i.e. binding ICl

constraint), the premium difference must equal the utility difference for l. If l would

buy the h contract, she would gain additional treatment value equal to
∑

i∈Eh
ψilvi.

Note that with ∆σ = 0, the expression in (37) is identical to (27): if the set Eh

is empty, we are back to a pooling contract. In the pooling setting above, we know

that µl > µh; the same is true here.

Lemma 8 With ∆σ > 0, we find that µl > µh.

There are two ways to understand this result. First, with εl < εh, the insurer

sets a higher margin on the l than on the h market. Because the ICl constraint is

binding, the margins are modified (from simple µ = 1/ε), but not to the extent that

the inequality is reversed. Second, because ∆σ is based on both vi and ψil, while

ch is based on pi ≥ vi and ψih > ψil, the increase in premium ∆σ is smaller than

the increase in costs ∆c = ch − cl with ck =
∑

i∈P ψikpi. Hence, the insurers make

a lower margin on the h than on the l market.

Using the first order condition of profits (14) with respect to xih, we derive the

expression for pi > vi:

1

n
(1− φ)ψih(vi − pi) + λlvi∆ψi = 0 (38)

This equation needs to hold with equality. If it would be negative, pi is so high

that the insurer drops i also from the h contract (xih = 0). If it is positive, pi can
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be increased further by firm i without losing sales. It follows that λl > 0 implies

pi > vi. Hence, firm i faces a trade off: set pi = vi and sell to both types or set

pi > vi and i’s treatment is only covered by the h contract. The proposition presents

the condition under which setting pi > vi maximizes i’s profits.

Proposition 1 If ψil ≤ ∆ψi(1− εl(1− cl
σ

)) then

pi − vi
vi

=
φ

(1− φ)ψih
∆ψi(1− εl(1−

cl
σ

)) > 0 (39)

where σ is defined by equation (37).

The intuition for the condition is as follows. It is more profitable to charge

pi > vi instead of pi = vi if (φψil + (1−φ)ψih)vi < (1−φ)ψihpi. By charging pi > vi,

i loses the l market with profit φψilvi. And it gains on the h market by charging

pi > vi instead of vi (see equation 39):

(1− φ)ψih(pi − vi) = φ∆ψivi(1− εl(1−
cl
σ

)) (40)

Comparing the gain and loss yields the condition in the proposition.

Equation (39) follows from (38) where we use (25) to substitute for λl = φql(1−
µlεl) to determine the mark-up of price over value. Any change that makes ICl

more binding, increases λl and hence (pi − vi)/vi.
We derive the following comparative static results with respect to the supra

profits. When considering the effects of high type targeting, we make the following

simplifying assumption. An insurance contract covers many treatments and a change

in ψih, ψil has a negligible effect on ch, cl and σ.16

Lemma 9 The supra profit pi−vi
vi

is

• increasing in εh and decreasing in εl;

• decreasing in ch and increasing in cl;

• increasing in high type targeting ζi.

The results on the elasticities εl, εh and cost levels cl, ch on supra profits are the

same as in the pooling case. The intuition is the same as well.

16Working with a continuum of treatments and writing ck =
∫
P
ψikxikpidi would make this

argument mathematically consistent.
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As firm i targets more on high types, ψil falls and ∆ψi increases. Hence, it is

easier to satisfy the condition in the proposition and –given that the condition is

satisfied– the price increases as well with ζi because ψih falls. As ∆ψi increases,

treatment i becomes more important in separating the l from the h types. For this

improved role in separating types, firm i can charge a higher price.

We finish the section with the question whether targeting on high types can

be profitable for an R&D lab. Note that we use a rather restrictive definition of

targeting: it reduces the probability that a treatment is effective for both h and l

agents, without any benefits. In principle, targeting could have social benefits like

higher value for types that are targeted or faster development of the treatment by

focusing on a subgroup of users. As explained above, we want to make the point

that targeting can be excessive. Therefore, we derive conditions under which an

increase in ζi (without any social benefits) is, in fact, profitable for the R&D lab.

The profitability arises because of the supra profits earned by a ”narrow” treatment.

Let πi denote the profits earned on the insurance market by research lab i.

Assuming that pi > vi, lab i’s profits can be written as follows.17

πi = (1− φ)ψihpi = (1− φ)ψihvi + φ∆ψivi(1− εh(1−
cl
σ

)) (41)

We can then derive the following result which does not hold in ”normal” markets.

Corollary 2 For each dψih/dζi < 0 and d∆ψi/dζi > 0, there exists φ ∈ [0, 1] close

enough to 1 such that dπi/dζi > 0.

Hence, when the share of high types in the population is small, R&D labs have

an incentive to reduce their market by specializing in disease strains that are par-

ticularly prevalent among the high types. This only happens because the labs are

selling to a downstream market plagued by adverse selection. In a ”normal” mar-

ket, reducing the appeal of your product to a subset of customers is not an optimal

strategy (if this specialization has no other benefits).

The argument is not that the specialty pharmaceutical market and personalized

medicine are socially wasteful. By focusing the treatment on certain subgroups (say,

strains of a disease), side effects can be reduced and the development time of the

treatment can be reduced. These effects are valuable from a social point of view.

However, the analysis above does show two things. First, these developments to

specialize medicines for subgroups contribute to rising drug prices even when the

17Recall that we normalized lab i’s marginal production costs to 0.
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specialization does not increase production costs. Second, the private incentives for

such specialization are excessive. Even if there are no social benefits from special-

ization, it is still profitable from a private point of view.

6 Bounded rationality

Above we assume that consumers are perfectly rational: they understand the value

of the treatments covered by the insurance plan and they know their probability of

needing a particular treatment. The main result is that even with rational consumers

it can be optimal for insurers to over-pay for a treatment, that is pay more than the

treatment’s value for patients.

We know that consumers find healthcare markets difficult to (fully) understand.

For instance, Handel and Kolstad (2015) show that people over-estimate the value

of more generous insurance plans. In particular, low risk types tend to buy the more

generous plan aimed at high risk consumers.

As an example of the effect of lack of rationality, we model this over-valuing

by low types by assuming that they over-estimate the probability that they need a

patented treatment: ψeil > ψil for i ∈ P where ψeil denotes the low type’s expectation

of ψil. We show that the effect of the over-estimation δil = ψeil−ψil > 0 on the price

pi for treatment i is non-monotone. First, it allows for pi > vi even in a pooling

contract. But for high δil, the price falls as treatment i is no longer effective in

separating the high and low risk types.

It is routine to verify that profit function Πι in equation (14) can now be written

as:

Πι = φqι(uιl, u
−ι
l , θl)(

∑
i∈P

αix
ι
il[ψil(vi − pi) + viδil] +

∑
j∈O

ψjlx
ι
jlvj − uιl)

+ (1− φ)qι(uιh, u
−ι
h , θh)(

∑
i∈P

αiψihx
ι
ih(vi − pi) +

∑
j∈O

ψjhx
ι
jhvj − uιh)

+ λl(u
ι
l − uιh +

∑
i∈P

αix
ι
ihvi(∆ψi − δil) +

∑
j∈O

xιjhvj∆ψj)

(42)

where we focus on the case with λl > λh = 0.

The first order conditions for most variables are the same as above, with two

exceptions. First, the first order condition for xιil shows that xil = 1 if and only if

(vi − pi)ψil + viδil ≥ 0 (43)
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or equivalently

pi ≤ vi

(
1 +

δil
ψil

)
(44)

Second, the first order condition for xιih implies that xih = 1 if and only if

pi ≤ vi

(
1 + λl

∆ψi − δil
(1− φ) 1

n
ψih

)
(45)

in symmetric equilibrium with qι(.) = 1/n.

Hence, we can have a pooling contract with xil = xih = 1 for pi > vi as long as

both (44) and (45) hold. Therefore, for δil > 0 but small, we extend the range of

parameters for which it is optimal for research lab i to induce a pooling contract

instead of charging pi so high that treatment i is dropped from l type’s contract. As

δi increases, so does pi. However, for high δi, l types over-estimate the probability

ψil to such an extent that treatment i is no longer useful in separating the types.

If l types believe that their probability of needing i is the same as for h types, we

have δil = ∆ψi and equation (45) implies pi ≤ vi.

Assuming that low risk types over-estimate (to some extent) the probability

that they need treatment, the patent holder on this treatment can charge a (linear)

price that exceeds the value of its treatment and the treatment is covered by health

insurance for both risk types. In this sense, taking bounded rationality into account

strengthens our result that a pharmaceutical company can profitably charge a price

above the value of its treatment.

7 Policy implications

This paper introduces a framework where upstream firms sell inputs to a downstream

market where the downstream market suffers from adverse selection problems. We

find that if the low type’s incentive compatibility constraint is binding in the down-

stream market, we find a number of results that are counter-intuitive at first sight.

First, upstream firms can charge prices in excess of consumers’ valuation of their

product. Second, upstream firms have an incentive to narrow their market; that is,

make their product attractive to a subset of final consumers. Third, making down-

stream market segments more competitive, e.g. through risk equalization, tends to

increase upstream prices.

An indication that the low type’s incentive constraint is binding is that low types

buy the (generous) contracts that are aimed at high types. Handel and Kolstad

(2015) show that this happens in health insurance markets.
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We have applied our framework to the pharmaceutical market which has been in

the news in past years for charging exorbitant prices for drugs. Indeed, the model

explains that some of these prices can be in excess of treatment value. A couple of

developments have contributed to the price increases in the pharmaceutical markets.

First, the increased adoption of generic drugs has created the ”space” for patented

drugs to charge prices in excess of treatment value. Although the net value of

coverage for some treatments is negative from the insured’s point of view, the overall

value of insurance is still positive. Second, risk adjustment tends to have welfare

improving effects by subsidizing the costs of high risk types. But it does have the

side effect of making the high risk market more attractive to compete on for insurers.

This strengthens the incentive compatibility constraint for low risk types which in

turn raises pharmaceutical prices. Third, the development to target treatments to

subgroups of patients suffering from a disease also leads to upward pressure on drug

prices. Moreover, we have shown that the private incentives for targeting treatments

–say, through personalized medicine– are excessive.

We assume that pharmaceutical companies make take-it-or-leave-it offers to in-

surers. We show that these offers can lead to prices above value. If, instead, pharma-

ceutical companies and insurers bargain over prices and insurers have some market

power, prices tend to be lower. The outcome can then still be a high price close to

value because without insurer bargaining power prices exceed treatment value.

The implications of our analysis for policy can be summarized as follows. First,

there have been numerous recent examples of drugs being sold at very high prices.

The narrative usually is that it is ”unfair” or not ”ethical” for pharmaceutical com-

panies to benefit from people’s bad health. We show that it is not only unfair, it

may well be inefficient. By charging a price in excess of a treatment’s value, R&D

incentives are distorted: (i) incentives to do R&D can be excessive as firms earn

supra profits: the private value of the innovation exceeds the social value; (ii) firms

have an excessive incentive to target their treatment to subgroups of patients: even

if there is no social value to targeting, it is still privately profitable. To reduce

the excessive R&D incentives, a government can reduce tax breaks for R&D in the

pharmaceutical sector and increase the industry’s financial contribution to research

by (public) universities both for fundamental research and for running trials to test

new treatments. Further, the government can consider introducing price caps; for

instance, in the form of not approving treatments for insurance coverage if the price

per qaly (quality adjusted life year) is too high. This helps to keep the health-

care system affordable and reduces excessive R&D incentives. As shown, relying on
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market forces to keep prices low does not work for an upstream sector selling to a

downstream market with adverse selection problems.

Second, improving the risk equalization system tends to improve fairness and

efficiency in health insurance markets (by reducing adverse selection) but it also

increases drug prices by making the high risk market more competitive. Marginally

improving risk equalization is actually not optimal. Introducing risk adjustment

that eliminates all selection effects is welfare improving. As shown by Bijlsma et al.

(2014) such optimal risk adjustment takes into account both cost differences and

elasticity differences. Only compensating cost differences is not enough.

Third, assuming that consumers stop buying insurance where the expected value

of the insurance plan is lower than the premium, treatment prices can be reduced

by creating a separate insurance market for highly cost effective treatments. The

separation would be similar to having basic and supplementary insurance markets

as some countries have; but here there would be insurance for patented drugs and

separate insurance for treatments where the patent has run out (which we called

”open” above). ”Open insurance” would cover all generic drugs which yield high

patient utility compared to their cost. This leaves less rents for patented treatments

to appropriate by charging a price above treatment value. Such a segmentation of

the health insurance market can also help to reduce treatment prices.
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8 Proof of results

Proof of Lemma 1 Because

dΠ

dxil

∣∣∣∣
pi=vi

= −λhαivi(ψih − ψil) < 0 (46)

for λh > 0, binding ICh implies that xil = 0 for all i ∈ P . Further, note that with

pi ≤ vi it is the case that dΠ/dxih, dΠ/dxjh ≥ 0; hence we can set xih = xjh = 1 for

all i ∈ P, j ∈ O.

Suppose, by contradiction, that both constraints are binding; then we have∑
i∈P

αivi(ψih − ψil) +
∑
j∈O

vj(ψjh − ψjl) = uh − ul =
∑
j∈O

xjlvj(ψjh − ψjl) (47)

with xjl ≤ 1. Since the left hand side is strictly bigger than the right hand side

(αi > 0), this is a contradiction.

If λl > 0, from the previous point we know that λh = 0. Hence, equation (46)

implies that any xil ∈ [0, 1] is optimal. It is routine to verify that the derivative of

Π with respect to each of the variables xih, xjh, xjl is positive; hence the insurer sets

them equal to 1.

Finally, if pi > vi then dΠ/dxil < 0 (even if λh = 0) and hence the insurer sets

xil = 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 2

First observe that the derivative of equation (19) with respect to x1h, x2h, x2l

is strictly positive (with λl > 0) and hence each of these variables equals 1, the

derivative with respect to x1l equals 0 and this variable can take on any value
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between 0 and 1. The first order conditions with respect to ual and uah can be

written as

φ

2tl
(ψ2v2 − ual )− φ(

1

2
+
ual − ubl

2tl
) + λl = 0 (48)

1− φ
2th

(ψ2v2 − uah)− (1− φ)(
1

2
+
uah − ubh

2th
)− λl = 0 (49)

Adding both equations, looking at a symmetric equilibrium with uak = ubk on both

market segments k = l, h and using that ICl holds with equality

ual = uah − αv1x
a
1h(ψ1h − ψ1l) (50)

leads to the expressions for uh and ul in the lemma.

The expression for λl follows from equation (49) with the values for ul, uh sub-

stituted in.

It is straightforward to see that dΠ/dα = λlv1(ψ1h − ψ1l) which leads to (23).

Finally, we need to check that ICh is indeed satisfied. Using the values for ul, uh,

we find that

φ
tl

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

αv1(ψ1h − ψ1l) ≥ −
1−φ
th

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

αv1(ψ1h − ψ1l) + αv1x1l(ψ1h − ψ1l) (51)

which holds because x1l ≤ 1.

In fact, it is also straightforward to derive the asymmetric case where αb = 1

while αa = α < 1. In words, treatment 1 is always sold to insurer b but firm 1

threatens not to sell to insurer a. How much is a willing to pay to be able to cover

treatment 1?

To derive this asymmetric equilibrium, we write the constraint as

ual = uah − ζα (52)

where, to simplify notation, we use ζα = α(ψ1h − ψ1l)v1. Adding the equations (48)

and (49) and substituting (52) we get

φ

2tl
(ψ2v2 + ζα − uah)− φ(

1

2
+
uah − ζα − ubh + ζ1

2tl
)

+
1− φ
2th

(ψ2v2 − uah)− (1− φ)(
1

2
+
uah − ubh

2th
) = 0

(53)

and a similar first order condition for ubh. We can write these in matrix notation as

(
φ

tl
+

1− φ
th

)

[
2 −1

−1 2

][
uah

ubh

]
=

[
φ
tl

(ψ2v2 + 2ζα − ζ1) + 1−φ
th
ψ2v2 − 1

φ
tl

(ψ2v2 + 2ζ1 − ζα) + 1−φ
th
ψ2v2 − 1

]
(54)
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Inverting the matrix on the left hand side and solving for uah, u
b
h yields

uah = ψ2v2 +

φ
tl
ζα − 1

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

(55)

ubh = ψ2v2 +

φ
tl
ζ1 − 1

φ
tl

+ 1−φ
th

(56)

Hence uah does not depend on the level of αb = 1 and ubh does not depend on the

level of αa = α. Via equation (52) the same is true for ual , u
b
l resp.

We can also derive λal , λ
b
l .

λal =
1

2

tl − th + (ζα − 2ζ1)
tl
φ

+ th
1−φ

(57)

λbl =
1

2

tl − th + (ζ1 − 2ζα)
tl
φ

+ th
1−φ

(58)

Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 3 Taking the derivatives of λl with respect to th and tl, it is

routine to verify that dλl/dth < 0 and dλl/dtl > 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 4

We write equation (26) as

σ − cl
σ

φεl +
σ − ch
σ

(1− φ)εh = 1 (59)

and solve for σ. The expression for µk follows from µk = (σ − ck)/σ.

From equations (24) and (28) we find the expression for λl with qιk = 1/n in

symmetric equilibrium. Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 5

Equation (32) clearly holds if εl < 1 since by assumption εh > εl. If εh > εl > 1,

then the inequality can be written as (34). Q.E.D.

Proof of Lemma 6

Differentiating equation (30) with respect to εh, we find

dλl
dεh
∝ (ch(1− εl) + clεl)(φεlcl + (1− φ)εhch)

− (1− φ)ch(chεh(1− εl)− clεl(1− εh))

= clεl(ch − φεl(ch − cl)) > 0

where the inequality follows from the following considerations. First, this derivative

is positive if and only if µh > 0 in equation (28). Since we are focusing here on the

case where λl > 0, equation (24) implies that µhεh − 1 > 0. Consequently, µh > 0.
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Next, consider the case where both elasticities are multiplied by a positive con-

stant ζ > 0: ζεh, ζεl. Substituting this into equation (30), it is routine to verify that

dλl
dζ
∝ d(chεh(1− ζεl)− clεl(1− ζεh))

dζ
(60)

Hence we see that
dλl
dζ
∝ −εhεl(ch − cl) < 0 (61)

From this it follows that λl is decreasing in εl, because the term is increasing in

εh and decreasing in ζ.

Differentiating λl with respect to ch gives

dλl
dch
∝ εh(1− εl)(φclεl + (1− φ)chεh)− (1− φ)εh(εhch(1− εl)− εlcl(1− εh))

= εhεlcl(φ(1− εl) + (1− φ)(1− εh)) < 0

because of equation (33).

Similarly, we find for cl that

dλl
dcl
∝ −εlεhch(φ(1− εl) + (1− φ)(1− εh)) > 0

Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 7

Combining a binding ICl constraint with the expressions for uh,l in equation

(11), we find that

σh = σl +
∑
i∈P

ψilvi(xih − xil) +
∑
j∈O

ψjlvj(xjh − xjl) (62)

Using the results in lemma 1 we can write this equation as (36).

Using σl = σ and σh = σ + ∆σ in equation (26), we can write this as

φ
(

(1− cl
σ

)εl − 1
)

+ (1− φ)

(
(1− ch

σ

σ

σ + ∆σ
)εh − 1

)
= 0 (63)

From this it follows that (27) needs to be adjusted to (37) in case ∆σ 6= 0. Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 8

µl = (σ − cl)/σ while

µh =
σ + ∆σ − ch
σ + ∆σ

=
σ − (ch −

∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi)

σ + ∆σ
(64)

Hence, there are two reasons why µl > µh. First, consider the denominator: σ +

∆σ > σ. Second, in the numerator we have

ch −
∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi =
∑

i∈P\Eh

ψihvi +
∑
i∈Eh

(ψihpi − ψilvi) >
∑

i∈P\Eh

ψilvi = cl (65)
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because ψihpi > ψilvi as pi ≥ vi and ψih > ψil. Q.E.D.

Proof of proposition 1

Note that the right hand side of the condition in the proposition is positive. We

know from equation (25) that µlεl < 1 because we consider the case where λl > 0

(see below). This we can write as 1− εl(σ − cl)/σ > 0.

Further note that σ − cl > 0. We prove this by contradiction. Assume that

cl ≥ σ. That is, the l contract is loss making. Consider the h contract:

σ+ ∆σ− ch ≤ cl +
∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi− ch =
∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi−∆c ≤
∑
i∈Eh

ψilvi−
∑
i∈Eh

ψihpi < 0 (66)

where the first inequality follows from the assumption (that we want to contradict)

that cl ≥ σ, the second from the fact that there can be other differences in costs

between h and l in addition to the h coverage of treatments in Eh (e.g. treatments

priced at pk = vk and ψkh > ψkl) and the final inequality follows from pi > vi and

ψih > ψil for i ∈ Eh.
From equation (38), we can write the optimal pi > vi as

pi = vi

(
1 + λl

∆ψi
(1− φ)ψih/n

)
(67)

Firm i can set pi = vi and sell to both types or set pi > vi and only sell to type

h. The latter is more profitable if

(φψil + (1− φ)ψih)vi ≤ (1− φ)ψihvi

(
1 + λl

∆ψi
(1− φ)ψih/n

)
(68)

Using the expression for λl in equation (25) written as λl = φ/n(1 − εl(1 − cl/σ)),

this expression can be written as the inequality in the proposition. If the inequality

holds, equation (38) can be written as (39).

Finally, note that assumption 1 is also a sufficient condition for λl > 0 in this

separating equilibrium. This can be seen as follows. Equation (25) implies that

λl > 0 if and only if 1− εl
(

1− cl
σ

)
> 0 (69)

Hence, if

1− εl
(

1− cl
σ

)
> 0 (70)

holds for an upper-bound on σl, we find that λl > 0 for each σ below this upper-

bound. Comparing the expressions in (27) and (37), we see that ∆σ > 0 implies

σ/(σ+ ∆σ) < 1 and σ in (37) is lower than σ in (27) – see the proof of lemma 9 on

how to solve the implicit equation (37). Hence, (27) provides the upper-bound for
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σ in (37). Inequality (32) ensures that (70) holds for the upper-bound of σ given by

(27). Hence, (70) also holds for the solution to (37). Q.E.D.

Proof of lemma 9

Deriving comparative statics from implicit equation (37), we view this equation

as looking for a fixed point of the expression on its right hand side (which we denote

rhs).

Figure 2: Solving equation (37) for σ.

We will show that ∂rhs/∂σ ∈ 〈0, 1〉 and hence a change in a variable that shifts

rhs up (down) will increase (decrease) σ in (37); see Figure 2. Hence, we want to

show that
∂rhs

∂σ
=

∆σ

(σ + ∆σ)2

(1− φ)εhch
φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1

< 1 (71)

while it is obvious that ∂rhs/∂σ > 0. Equivalently

∆σ

σ + ∆σ

ch
∆σ + σ

(1− φ)εh < φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1 (72)

Combining this with equation (63) we find

∆σ

σ + ∆σ

ch
σ + ∆σ

(1− φ)εh < φ
cl
σ

+ (1− φ)εh
ch

σ + ∆σ
(73)

which clearly holds because ∆σ/(∆σ+σ) ≤ 1. Hence, we have found that ∂rhs/∂σ <

1.
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To derive the effect of εh on σ, we need to find ∂rhs/∂εh. It is routine to verify

that
∂rhs

∂εh
= (1− φ)

φεl(ch
σ

σ+∆σ
− cl)− ch σ

σ+∆σ

(φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1)2
< 0 (74)

To prove this inequality, first consider the case of ∆σ = 0, i.e. we are back in the

pooling contract. We know from equation (24) and λl > 0 that µh > 0. Equation

(28) then implies the inequality in (74). Next consider ∆σ > 0. For ∆σ big enough,

the expression in (74) is also negative. Finally, note that the sign of the derivative

of the right hand side of (74) with respect to ∆σ does not vary with ∆σ nor with

σ. That is, it cannot feature a maximum where the numerator of (74) is positive.

Hence, irrespective of the sign of this derivative, we see that (74) is negative for all

∆σ > 0.

As εh increases, rhs shifts downwards in Figure 2 and σ falls. Hence, we find

that
d
(
pi−vi
vi

)
dεh

= − φ

1− φ
∆ψi
ψih

εlcl
σ2

dσ

dεh
> 0 (75)

To find the effect of εl, we use equation (24) for λl and hence we write

pi − vi
vi

=
∆ψi
ψih

(
εh

(
1− ch

σ + ∆σ

)
− 1

)
(76)

To find dσ/dεl, we consider ∂rhs/∂εl. It is routine to verify that the sign of this

derivative equals the sign of the following expression:

(1− φ)εh

(
cl − ch

σ

σ + ∆σ

)
− cl (77)

This expression is negative, as can be seen as follows. We know from lemma 8 that

µl > µh which can be written as

1− cl
σ
> 1− ch

σ + ∆σ
(78)

or equivalently
cl
σ
<

ch
σ + ∆σ

(79)

from which it follows that (77) is negative. Thus we find that dσ/dεl < 0.

Next, consider ch. We find that

d
(
pi−vi
vi

)
dch

= − φ

1− φ
∆ψi
ψih

εlcl
σ2

dσ

dch
(80)

Since it is obvious that ∂rhs/∂ch > 0, we find that dσ/dch > 0 and hence supra

profits fall with ch.
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For cl, we define σ̃ = σ/cl and we write equation (37) as

σ̃ =
φεl + (1− φ)εhch

σ̃
σ̃cl+∆σ

φεl + (1− φ)εh − 1
(81)

It is clear that ∂rhs/∂cl < 0 and hence ∂σ̃/∂cl < 0. This implies that ∂(cl/σ)∂cl > 0

and therefore:
d
(
pi−vi
vi

)
dcl

> 0 (82)

The effect of ζi is obvious: since we assume that there are many treatments cov-

ered by insurance so that the effect of ζi on σ is negligible, we have d(∆ψi/ψih)/dζi >

0. Q.E.D.

Proof of Corollary 2 We find the following derivative

dπi
dζi

= (1− φ)
dψih
dζi

vi + φ
d∆ψi
dζi

vi(1− εh(1−
cl
σ

)) > 0 (83)

for φ close enough to 1 because dψih/dζi < 0 and d∆ψi/dζi > 0. Q.E.D.
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